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The Year of the Dogs
A Boston Globe Best Mystery of the Year Rebus comes out of retirementto save his
nemesis. Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is feeling the heat. She's investigating
the death of a senior government prosecutor, David Minton, who has friends in
high places. When one of their own is killed, the powers that be want answers fast.
But Clarke is puzzled: if Minton died in a robbery as everyone thinks, why is
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nothing missing from his home? The answer may lie not in what was taken, but in
what was left behind at the scene--an ominous note. Malcolm Fox is feeling
useless. Shunned by his colleagues because of his past in the Complaints bureau,
he's been reassigned to a grunt detail, helping a surveillance team--one that trusts
him even less than his own boss does--track a notorious Glasgow crime family.
Helping Clarke with the Minton case is the only thing that makes Fox feel like a real
cop. Newly minted civilian John Rebus is feeling restless. Being a cop is in his blood
and he's failing miserably at retirement. So when Clarke and Fox ask for his help,
Rebus doesn't need long to consider his options. But before he can get his
bearings, a call comes from Rebus's old nemesis--"Big Ger" Cafferty. Someone just
fired a bullet through his front window--and sent him a note identical to Minton's.
The normally unflappable old gangster is on edge, but for the life of him Cafferty
can't figure out who he's wronged. And the only man he trusts with his life is
Rebus. As the cases collide, it's up to Clarke, Fox, and Rebus to connect the dots
and save their unlikely ally Cafferty, whose past harbors a shocking secret that
implicates Minton's friends in an unspeakable crime. Even Dogs in the Wild
reunites crime fiction legend Ian Rankin's greatest characters in an explosive story
exploring the darkest corners of our desires.

Underwater Dogs
"A ferocious book, at once intense and alarmingly unsentimental" (James Wood,
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The New Yorker), this intimate exploration of life at the edges of society is littered
with love, loss, despair, and a half–glimpse of redemption―now reissued with an
introduction by Yiyun Li On a cold, quiet day between Christmas and the New Year,
a man's body is found in an abandoned apartment. His friends look on, but they're
dead, too. Their bodies found in squats and sheds and alleyways across the city.
Victims of heroin, they're ghosts in the shadows, a chorus keeping vigil as the
hours pass, paying their own particular homage as their friend's body is taken
away, examined, investigated, and cremated. All of their stories are laid out piece
by broken piece through a series of fractured narratives. We meet Robert, the
deceased, the only alcoholic in a sprawling group of junkies; Danny, just back from
uncomfortable holidays with family, who discovers the body; Laura, Robert's
daughter, who stumbles into the drug addict's life when she moves in with her
father after years apart; Heather, who has her own home for the first time since
she was a teenager; Mike, the Falklands War vet; and all the others. Theirs are
stories of lives fallen through the cracks, hopes flaring and dying, love
overwhelmed by more immediate needs. These invisible people live in a parallel
reality to most of us, out of reach of food and shelter. And in their sudden deaths,
it becomes clear, they are treated with more respect than they ever were in their
short lives. Winner of the International Dublin Literary Award, Even the Dogs is a
daring and humane exploration of homelessness and addiction from "a writer who
will make a significant stamp on world literature. In fact, he already has" (Colum
McCann, winner of the National Book Award).
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Going to (And With) the Dogs
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A worthy heir to Isak Dinesen and Beryl Markham,
Alexandra Fuller shares visceral memories of her childhood in Africa, and of her
headstrong, unforgettable mother. “This is not a book you read just once, but a
tale of terrible beauty to get lost in over and over.”—Newsweek “By turns
mischievous and openhearted, earthy and soaring . . . hair-raising, horrific, and
thrilling.”—The New Yorker Though it is a diary of an unruly life in an often
inhospitable place, Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight is suffused with Fuller’s
endearing ability to find laughter, even when there is little to celebrate. Fuller’s
debut is unsentimental and unflinching but always captivating. In wry and
sometimes hilarious prose, she stares down disaster and looks back with rage and
love at the life of an extraordinary family in an extraordinary time. From 1972 to
1990, Alexandra Fuller—known to friends and family as Bobo—grew up on several
farms in southern and central Africa. Her father joined up on the side of the white
government in the Rhodesian civil war, and was often away fighting against the
powerful black guerilla factions. Her mother, in turn, flung herself at their African
life and its rugged farm work with the same passion and maniacal energy she
brought to everything else. Though she loved her children, she was no hand-holder
and had little tolerance for neediness. She nurtured her daughters in other ways:
She taught them, by example, to be resilient and self-sufficient, to have strong
wills and strong opinions, and to embrace life wholeheartedly, despite and because
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of difficult circumstances. And she instilled in Bobo, particularly, a love of reading
and of storytelling that proved to be her salvation. Alexandra Fuller writes
poignantly about a girl becoming a woman and a writer against a backdrop of
unrest, not just in her country but in her home. But Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs
Tonight is more than a survivor’s story. It is the story of one woman’s unbreakable
bond with a continent and the people who inhabit it, a portrait lovingly realized and
deeply felt. Praise for Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight “Riveting . . . [full of]
humor and compassion.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “The incredible story of an
incredible childhood.”—The Providence Journal

Don't Let's Go to the Dogs Tonight
A small boy, a cruel city, and the incredible dogs who save him. Based on a true
story! When Ivan's mother disappears, he's abandoned on the streets of Moscow,
with little chance to make it through the harsh winter. But help comes in an
unexpected form: Ivan is adopted by a pack of dogs, and the dogs quickly become
more than just his street companions: They become his family. Soon Ivan, who
used to love reading fairytales, is practically living in one, as he and his pack roam
the city and countryside, using their wits to find food and shelter, dodging danger,
begging for coins. But Ivan can’t stay hidden from the world of people forever.
When help is finally offered to him, will he be able to accept it? Will he even want
to? A heart-pounding tale of survival and a moving look at what makes us human.
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Even the Dogs
In this absurdly comical story which can also be read as a parable of the Russian
Revolution, a world famous Moscow professor transplants a human male's testicles
and pituitary gland into a stray dog, creating a worryingly human animal.

The Dogs of Littlefield
"A "brilliantly done" (Sunday Times, London) comedy of manners that explores the
unease behind the manicured lawns of suburban America from the Orange Prizewinning author of A Crime in the Neighborhood. Littlefield, Massachusetts, named
one of the Ten Best Places to Live in America, full of psychologists and college
professors, is proud of its fine schools, its girls' soccer teams, its leafy streets, and
charming village center. Yet no sooner has sociologist Dr. Clarice Watkins arrived
to study the elements of "good quality of life" than someone begins poisoning the
town's dogs. Are the poisonings in protest to an off-leash proposal for Baldwin
Park--the subject of much town debate--or the sign of a far deeper disorder?
Certainly these types of things don't happen in Littlefield. With an element of
suspense, satirical social commentary, and in-depth character portraits, Suzanne
Berne's nuanced novel reveals the discontent concealed behind the manicured
lawns and picket fences of darkest suburbia. The Dogs of Littlefield is "a
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compelling, poignant yet unsentimental novel that examines life, love, and loss"
(Sunday Mirror, UK)"--

Gentiles in the Gospel of Mark
As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally curious about what her
dog thinks and what she knows. As a cognitive scientist she is intent on
understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This is
a fresh look at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book
introduces the reader to the science of the dog -- their perceptual and cognitive
Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might be like to
bea dog. It answers questions no other dog book can -- such as: What is a dog's
sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know when she's been bad?
Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog,
Pumpernickel, allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her more
through that understanding. The reader will be able to do the same with their own
dog. This is not another dog training book. Instead, Inside of a Dogwill allow dog
owners to look at their pets' behaviour in a different, and revealing light, enabling
them to understand their dogs and enjoy their relationship even more.

The Dog Lives For The Day The Hour Even The Moment
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A poignant and beautiful debut novel explores a man's quest to unravel the
mystery of his wife's death with the help of the only witness -- their Rhodesian
ridgeback, Lorelei.

Even Dogs Go Home to Die
A new novel from celebrated British novelist Jon McGregor--twice longlisted for the
Man Booker Prize--Reservoir 13 tells the story of a whole English village haunted by
one family's loss.

The Dog Lived (and So Will I)
On a cold, quiet day between Christmas and the New Year, a man's body is found
in an abandoned apartment. His friends look on, but they're dead, too. Their bodies
found in squats and sheds and alleyways across the city. Victims of a bad batch of
heroin, they're in the shadows, a chorus keeping vigil as the hours pass, paying
their own particular homage as their friend's body is taken away, examined,
investigated, and cremated. All of their stories are laid out piece by broken piece
through a series of fractured narratives. We meet Robert, the deceased, the only
alcoholic in a sprawling group of junkies; Danny, just back from uncomfortable
holidays with family, who discovers the body and futiley searches for his other
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friends to share the news of Robert's death; Laura, Robert's daughter, who
stumbles into the junky's life when she moves in with her father after years apart;
Heather, who has her own place for the first time since she was a teenager; Mike,
the Falklands War vet; and all the others. Theirs are stories of lives fallen through
the cracks, hopes flaring and dying, love overwhelmed by a stronger need, and the
havoc wrought by drugs, distress, and the disregard of the wider world. These
invisible people live in a parallel reality, out of reach of basic creature comforts,
like food and shelter. In their sudden deaths, it becomes clear, they are treated
with more respect than they ever were in their short lives. Intense, exhilarating,
and shot through with hope and fury, Even the Dogs is an intimate exploration of
life at the edges of society--littered with love, loss, despair, and a half-glimpse of
redemption.

Lulu Walks the Dogs
A delightful Christmas gift from W. Bruce Cameron, the author of the New York
Times and USA Today bestselling novel A Dog's Purpose, which is now a major
motion picture! While nursing a broken heart, Josh Michaels is outraged when a
neighbor abandons his very pregnant dog, Lucy, at Josh's Colorado home. But Josh
can't resist Lucy's soulful brown eyes, and though he's never had a dog before,
he's determined to do the best he can for Lucy—and her soon-to-arrive, bound-tobe-adorable puppies. Soon in over his head, Josh calls the local animal shelter for
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help, and meets Kerri, a beautiful woman with a quick wit and a fierce love for
animals. As Kerri teaches Josh how to care for Lucy's tiny puppies and gets them
ready to be adopted through the shelter's "Dogs of Christmas" program, Josh
surprises himself by falling for her. But he's fallen even harder for his new furry
family, which has brought incredible joy into Josh's life. He barely has time to sit
down, between chasing after adventurous Sophie and brave Oliver, but when he
does, his lap is quickly filled by the affectionate Lola. And Rufus and Cody's strong
bond makes Josh wonder about his own relationships with his family. With
Christmas and the adoption date looming, Josh finds himself wondering if he can
separate himself from his beloved puppies. At odds with Kerri, Josh isn't willing to
lose her, but doesn't know how to set things right. Can a surprise litter of
Christmas puppies really change one man's life? W. Bruce Cameron's The Dogs of
Christmas is a charming and heartwarming holiday tale that explores the power of
love, trust, and a basket full of puppies. A Dog's Purpose Series #1 A Dog’s
Purpose #2 A Dog’s Journey #3 A Dog's Promise (forthcoming) Books for Young
Readers Ellie's Story: A Dog’s Purpose Puppy Tale Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose
Puppy Tale Molly's Story: A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tale Max's Story: A Dog’s Purpose
Puppy Tale Toby's Story: A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tale (forthcoming) Shelby's Story:
A Dog's Way Home Novel The Rudy McCann Series The Midnight Plan of the Repo
Man Repo Madness Other Novels A Dog's Way Home The Dog Master The Dogs of
Christmas Emory’s Gift At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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The Last Days of Dogtown
Lulu needs help from a boy named Fleischman if she is to earn money walking her
neighbors' dogs, and she finds out that if she wants her business venture to
succeed, she has to be nice.

Beloved Dog
Taking your dog to a dog park can be a great outlet for his energy and provides
mental and physical stimulation. But before you go learn about safe design, dog
park etiquette and whether your dog will enjoy the experience.

The Dogs of War
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
From a labrador that likes opera to a tooting bulldog, Vincent Musi chronicled the
character and personality of everyday dogs and compiled them into one gorgeous
and captivating book. Discover the stunning collection of photographs that shows
the majesty, playfulness, and joy that is man's best friend: As a National
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Geographic photographer, taking pictures of lions, tigers, and bears was a regular
day's work for Vincent Musi, but in 2017 he gave himself a new challenge: dogs.
Using the same lighting and photographic techniques he uses for his National
Geographic photography, Musi spent a year shooting portraits of dogs and
compiling them into a book complete with all of the tail wags, wet noses, and dogs
of all shapes and sizes. • Features over 100 dogs in a series of exquisite photos
with close-ups, profiles, and full body shots along with a narrative about each dog
• Presented in an elegant package that properly showcase the vitality of Musi's
photos • Vincent J. Musi is a popular speaker, National Geographic photographer,
and owner of the Unleashed Studio. He resides in South Carolina With delightful
and informative bios displayed next to each portrait, The Year of the Dogs will have
you entertained and doggedly coming back for more. Makes an excellent coffee
table book for casual browsing and to inspire happy conversations about dogs. The
Year of the Dogs will be the go-to gift book for dog lovers of all ages.

Fifteen Dogs
Going to the Dogs is set in Berlin after the crash of 1929 and before the Nazi
takeover, years of rising unemployment and financial collapse. The moralist in
question is Jakob Fabian, “aged thirty-two, profession variable, at present
advertising copywriter . . . weak heart, brown hair,” a young man with an excellent
education but permanently condemned to a low-paid job without security in the
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short or the long run. What’s to be done? Fabian and friends make the best of
it—they go to work though they may be laid off at any time, and in the evenings
they go to the cabarets and try to make it with girls on the make, all the while
making a lot of sharp-sighted and sharp-witted observations about politics, life,
and love, or what may be. Not that it makes a difference. Workers keep losing work
to new technologies while businessmen keep busy making money, and everyone
who can goes out to dance clubs and sex clubs or engages in marathon bicycle
events, since so long as there’s hope of running into the right person or (even)
doing the right thing, well—why stop? Going to the Dogs, in the words of introducer
Rodney Livingstone, “brilliantly renders with tangible immediacy the last frenetic
years [in Germany] before 1933.” It is a book for our time too.

Lad: a Dog
Now in paperback-the internationally acclaimed psychological thriller from
Governor General's Award nominee Allan Stratton. Cameron and his mom have
been on the run for five years. His father is hunting them-or at least that's what
Cameron's been told. When they settle into an isolated farmhouse, Cameron soon
finds himself embroiled in the unsolved mystery of a woman and child who
disappeared decades ago, and he starts to hear and see things that just aren't
possible. What's hiding in the night? What's buried in the past? Are there dark
secrets to uncover, or is Cameron's own mind playing tricks on him? In The Dogs,
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acclaimed author Allan Stratton manages to deliver at once a page-turning thriller
and a powerful exploration of the realities of domestic violence and its aftereffects.

The Dogs of Christmas
Single mom Skye Mitchell has sunk her last dime into a dream, owning the
venerable, if run-down LakeView Hotel in the Berkshire Hills. It’s here where she
believes she’ll give her fourteen-year-old daughter Cody a better life. But being an
innkeeper is more challenging than she imagined, and Cody still manages to fall in
with the wrong crowd. In addition, Cody is keeping an earth-shattering secret that
she’s terrified to reveal. The once loving, open girl has now become completely
withdrawn, and Skye is both desperate and helpless to reach her. When Adam
March and his pit bull Chance check into the hotel, it becomes the first of many
visits. Here in these peaceful mountains he finds an unexpected relief from his
recent bereavement. He and the beleaguered innkeeper form a tentative
friendship. Adam knows the struggles of raising a difficult teenager and Skye
understands loneliness. And then there is Mingo, a street kid with a pit bull dog of
his own. When Cody discovers an overdosed Mingo, Adam takes the boy’s dog not
just for safekeeping, but to foster and then rehome. But the dog isn’t the only one
who needs saving. A makeshift family begins to form as four lost people learn to
trust and rely on each other, with the help of two good dogs.
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Going to the Dogs
Visiting the Dog Park
The rollicking and often poignant adventures of a family, hell-bent on discovering
what lies just over the horizon and willing to walk, ride, paddle, and crawl to get
there. From the Outer Banks to the wild Pacific Rim, from the Canadian Rockies to
the Gulf of Mexico-few areas of the continent have been spared the footprints, tent
stakes, and occasional trespasses of these intrepid travelers. Blizzards, bears,
angry moose, and tippy canoes were their lifetime companions, and they stared
them all down with the appropriate degree of terror and ineptitude. These
adventures take the reader on a journey across country as well as a journey
through time. As the miles and years slip by, the travelers were reduced to threethe author and his wife and their loyal dog, Sophie. Now it was time to travel more
slowly, to paddle quietly through canoe country and ponder the meaning of life,
death and the unknown, destinations still beckoning beyond the horizon.

Reservoir 13
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism
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who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows
all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to
7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story
of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog
makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Inside of a Dog
In this potent examination of family and memory, Jon McGregor charts one man's
voyage of self-discovery. Like Kazuo Ishiguro's The Remains of the Day, So Many
Ways to Begin is rich in the intimate details that shape a life, the subtle strain that
defines human relationships, and the personal history that forms identity. David
Carter, the novel's protagonist, takes a keen interest in history as a boy.
Encouraged by his doting Aunt Julia, he begins collecting the things that tell his
story: a birth certificate, school report cards, annotated cinema and train tickets.
After finishing school, he finds the perfect job for his lifetime obsession-curator at a
local history museum. His professional and romantic lives take shape as his
beloved aunt and mentor's unravels. Lost in a fog of senility, Julia lets slip that
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David had been adopted. Over the course of the next decades, as David and his
wife Eleanor live out their lives-struggling through early marriage, professional
disappointments, the birth of their daughter, Eleanor's depression, and an affair
that ends badly- David attempts to physically piece together his past, finding
meaning and connection where he least expects it.

If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things
Recounts the author's journey nursing her adopted beagle Seamus through his
cancer treatment as she learned to deal with medical situations, unknowingly
preparing herself for her own later triple-negative breast cancer diagnosis.

Heir of the Dog
Published in hardcover as What the dog knows: the science and wonder of working
dogs by Simon & Schuster, New York, c2013.

The Dogs
"Dogs have lessons for us all. In Beloved Dog, renowned artist and author Maira
Kalman illuminates our cherished companions as only she can. From the dogs
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lovingly illustrated in her acclaimed children's books to the real-life pets who
inspire her still, Kalman's Beloved Dog is joyful, beautifully illustrated, and, as
always, deeply philosophical."--

The Dogs of Winter
Professional dog walker Ellie Engleman is more than just a pal to her pooches? she
can also read their minds. When Ellie and her terrier mix Rudy find the corpse of a
troubled-but-harmless park-dwellerin Central Park, the dog walker becomes aprime
suspect for murder. When it turns out Rudy is the sole beneficiary of the victim?s
inheritance, Ellie, Rudy, and Detective Sam Ryder follow the trail of clues to a key
to a safety deposit box that just might point to the motive and help them sniff out
the real killer.

The Dogs of Babel
From Connie Willis, winner of multiple Hugo and Nebula Awards, comes a comedic
romp through an unpredictable world of mystery, love, and time travel . . . Ned
Henry is badly in need of a rest. He’s been shuttling between the 21st century and
the 1940s searching for a Victorian atrocity called the bishop's bird stump. It’s part
of a project to restore the famed Coventry Cathedral, destroyed in a Nazi air raid
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over a hundred years earlier. But then Verity Kindle, a fellow time traveler,
inadvertently brings back something from the past. Now Ned must jump back to
the Victorian era to help Verity put things right—not only to save the project but to
prevent altering history itself.

What the Dog Knows
Recounts the heroic and adventurous life of a thoroughbred collie who is devoted
to his Sunnybank master and mistress.

The Dog of the South
A Perfect Dog Quotes Journal For Dog Lovers If you love dogs then this is a perfect
gift to treat yourself or buy as a gift. Useful for daily important notes, plans and
ideas This Notebook is 6" x 9" and has 100 pages

The Dog
His wife, Norma, has run off with her ex-husband, taking Ray's cards, shotgun and
car. But from the receipts, Ray can track where they've gone. He takes off after
them, as does an irritatingly tenacious bail bondsman, both following the romantic
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couple's spending as far as Mexico. There Ray meets Dr Reo Symes, the seemingly
down-on-his-luck and rather eccentric owner of a beaten up and broken down bus,
who needs a ride to Belize. The further they drive, in a car held together by coathangers and excesses of oil, the wilder their journey gets. But they're not going to
give up easily.

Two Good Dogs
“An excellent novel. A lovely and moving portrait of society’s outcasts…affirms the
essential humanity of its poor and stubborn residents, for whom each day of
survival is a victory” (The New York Times Book Review). Set on the high ground at
the heart of Cape Ann, the village of Dogtown is peopled by widows, orphans,
spinsters, scoundrels, whores, free Africans, and “witches.” Among the inhabitants
of this hamlet are Black Ruth, who dresses as a man and works as a stonemason;
Mrs. Stanley, an imperious madam whose grandson, Sammy, comes of age in her
brothel; Oliver Younger, who survives a miserable childhood at the hands of his
aunt; and Cornelius Finson, a freed slave. At the center of it all is Judy Rhines, a
fiercely independent soul, deeply lonely, who nonetheless builds a life for herself
against all imaginable odds. Rendered in stunning, haunting detail, with Anita
Diamant’s keen ear for language and profound compassion for her characters, The
Last Days of Dogtown is an extraordinary retelling of a long-forgotten chapter of
early American life.
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Even the Dogs
This edge-of-your-seat action-packed story is Homeward Bound—set in space! SOS.
Ship damaged. Human crew missing. We are the dogs. We are alone. Lopside is a
Barkonaut—a specially trained dog who assists human astronauts on missions in
space. He and the crew aboard the spaceship Laika are en route to set up an
outpost on a distant planet. When the mission takes a disastrous turn, the
Barkonauts on board suddenly find themselves completely alone on their severely
damaged ship. Survival seems impossible. But these dogs are Barkonauts—and
Barkonauts always complete their mission.

Even Dogs in the Wild
Raw, evocative, and unforgettable. The snapshot pictures that sum up the young
life of acclaimed outsider artist and author Linda St. John have the power to shock
and disturb us as she offers a glimpse into her dirt-poor childhood in southern
Illinois. These stories tell the tale of her father's casual brutality and her mother's
cruel indifference, and how Linda and her siblings create their own kind of
sanctuary that protects them from the violence they faced daily. But more than a
tale of heartbreak, Linda St. John poignantly reveals her own indomitable spirit
when, through her father's illness, she discovers the redemptive powers of love.
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With prose as haunting as it is precise, Even Dogs Go Home to Die is one of the
most original, moving, funny, and heartbreaking memoirs of recent years.

The Heart of a Dog
This groundbreaking study argues that, in the Gospel of Mark, Gentiles are
recipients of Jesus' compassion and are typically depicted as desperate individuals
who exhibit faith and understanding. Mark's arrangement of the sequence of
Gentile episodes is progressive and envisions a theological reversal in the kingdom
of God, a re-prioritization in the proclamation of the gospel message that coincides
with the death of Jesus. After receiving Gentiles in the Jewish homeland (3:7-12),
the Markan Jesus initiates four excursions into Gentile territory. The first journey
(5:1-20) is preparatory and opens the door for future ministry in Gentile regions.
Jesus symbolically cleanses the land and the healed demoniac becomes the first
missionary to Gentiles. The second journey (6:45-52) ends prematurely when the
disciples fail to understand the Gentile mission, leading inexorably to the third
journey where the relationship between Jews, Gentiles, and the kingdom of God
becomes the focal point of the narrative. Although the Jews are first, the Gentiles
are not excluded from the kingdom. On the fourth journey the reader senses a
subtle re-prioritization in the kingdom as an event on Gentile soil occurs before its
parallel counterpart on Jewish soil, reversing an established narrative pattern in
Jesus' ministry. Iverson shows how the theological reversal gains clarity when the
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narrative shifts to Jerusalem. The tearing of the temple curtain marks the dawn of
a new era and links the temple and Gentile themes. Through Jesus' obedient selfgift, he becomes the new temple providing universal access to God for all people's
depiction of the centurion is a narrative signal that the kingdom has been passed
to Gentiles according to the divine plan. The Jews have not been excluded, any
more than the Gentiles were when Israel was first. Mark's theological reversal looks
proleptically beyond the story line to the completion of the Gentile mission by the
followers of Jesus.

To Say Nothing of the Dog
The 14 stories of The Dogs of Detroit each focus on grief and its many strange
permutations. This grief alternately devolves into violence, silence, solitude, and
utter isolation. In some cases, grief drives the stories as a strong, reactionary
force, and yet in other stories, that grief evolves quietly over long stretches of
time. Many of the stories also use grief as a prism to explore the beguiling bonds
within families. The stories span a variety of geographies, both urban and rural,
often considering collisions between the two.

So Many Ways to Begin
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In this Booker Prize–nominated “dream of a novel,” ordinary middle-class lives
converge and collide one summer day in England (The Times). In delicate,
intricately observed close-up, this novel makes us privy to the private lives of
residents of a quiet street over the course of a single day, to the hopes, fears, and
unspoken despairs of a diverse community: a single father with painfully scarred
hands; a group of young club-goers just home from an all-night rave, sweetly high
and mulling over vague dreams; and the nervous young man at number 18 who
collects weird urban junk and is haunted by the specter of unrequited love. What
eventually unites them is an utterly surprising and terrible twist of fate that
shatters their everyday, ordinary tranquility, and all that they take for granted. A
prose poem of a novel with a mystery at its center that “recalls To The Lighthouse
or Mrs. Dalloway” (The Times), If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things was the
recipient of the Somerset Maugham Award and the Betty Trask Award, and was
named one of the best books of the year by the Los Angeles Times. It is, in the
words of Ali Smith, “a tremendous read.” “A wonderful evocation of the beauty and
horror of the literally everyday.” —Booklist (starred review) “Absolutely
resplendent . . . does for urban England what John Cheever did for Westchester
County.” —Bookpage

The Dastardly Book for Dogs
WINNER OF THE 2012 IMPAC DUBLIN AWARDOn a cold, quiet day between
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Christmas and the New Year, a man's body is found in an abandoned apartment.
His friends look on, but they're dead, too. Their bodies found in squats and sheds
and alleyways across the city. Victims of a bad batch of heroin, they're in the
shadows, a chorus keeping vigil as the hours pass, paying their own particular
homage as their friend's body is taken away, examined, investigated, and
cremated.All of their stories are laid out piece by broken piece through a series of
fractured narratives. We meet Robert, the deceased, the only alcoholic in a
sprawling group of junkies; Danny, just back from uncomfortable holidays with
family, who discovers the body and futiley searches for his other friends to share
the news of Robert's death; Laura, Robert's daughter, who stumbles into the
junky's life when she moves in with her father after years apart; Heather, who has
her own place for the first time since she was a teenager; Mike, the Falklands War
vet; and all the others. Theirs are stories of lives fallen through the cracks, hopes
flaring and dying, love overwhelmed by a stronger need, and the havoc wrought by
drugs, distress, and the disregard of the wider world. These invisible people live in
a parallel reality, out of reach of basic creature comforts, like food and shelter. In
their sudden deaths, it becomes clear, they are treated with more respect than
they ever were in their short lives.Intense, exhilarating, and shot through with
hope and fury, Even the Dogs is an intimate exploration of life at the edges of
society--littered with love, loss, despair, and a half-glimpse of redemption.

Voyage of the Dogs
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Military working dogs gained widespread attention after the highly trained canine
Cairo participated in the SEAL Team Six mission that led to Osama bin Laden's
death. Before that, few civilians realized that dogs served in combat, let alone that
they could parachute from thirty-thousand feet up. And as astounding as that
talent is, it's only one of the many things our four-legged soldiers can do. Dogs
have had a place in the U.S.military from as early as the nineteenth century, but
their importance and our treatment of them has evolved since then. In the
aftermath of 9/11, their numbers have increased exponentially. The Dogs of War
surveys the amazing range of jobs that military working dogs now perform, such as
explosives detection, patrol, and hunting for enemy combatants. Lisa Rogak
discusses the dogs' training, their equipment, and sets the record straight on those
rumors of titanium teeth. In this book you'll find heart-warming stories of the deep
bond that dogs and their handlers share, including missions both heroic and tragic
that show the courage and devotion that human and canine soldiers have
displayed on the battlefield. Rogask also writes about the physical and mental
dangers that dogs face from military service; the canine path from service to
retirement; and finally how soldiers and civilians can help the cause by fostering
military puppies or adopting retirees. An incredible story of the largely unseen but
vital role that dogs play in our armed forces, The Dogs of War is a must-read for
animal lovers everywhere.
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Even the Dogs
Winner of the 2015 Scotiabank Giller Prize Finalist for the 2015 Toronto Book
Awards Winner of the 2015 Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize "[Alexis] devises an
inventive romp through the nature of humanity in this beautiful, entertaining read
… A clever exploration of our essence, communication, and how our societies are
organized." – Kirkus Reviews "This might be the best set-up of the spring." – The
Globe & Mail "André Alexis has established himself as one of our preeminent
voices." – Toronto Star — I wonder, said Hermes, what it would be like if animals
had human intelligence. — I'll wager a year's servitude, answered Apollo, that
animals – any animal you like – would be even more unhappy than humans are, if
they were given human intelligence. And so it begins: a bet between the gods
Hermes and Apollo leads them to grant human consciousness and language to a
group of dogs overnighting at a Toronto veterinary clinic. Suddenly capable of
more complex thought, the pack is torn between those who resist the new ways of
thinking, preferring the old 'dog' ways, and those who embrace the change. The
gods watch from above as the dogs venture into their newly unfamiliar world, as
they become divided among themselves, as each struggles with new thoughts and
feelings. Wily Benjy moves from home to home, Prince becomes a poet, and
Majnoun forges a relationship with a kind couple that stops even the Fates in their
tracks. André Alexis's contemporary take on the apologue offers an utterly
compelling and affecting look at the beauty and perils of human consciousness. By
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turns meditative and devastating, charming and strange, Fifteen Dogs shows you
can teach an old genre new tricks. André Alexis was born in Trinidad and grew up
in Canada. His debut novel, Childhood, won the Books in Canada First Novel Award,
the Trillium Book Award, and was shortlisted for the Giller Prize and the Writers'
Trust Fiction Prize. His other previous books include Asylum, Beauty and Sadness,
Ingrid & the Wolf and, most recently, Pastoral, which was also nominated for the
Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize and was named a Globe and Mail Top 100 book
of 2014.

The Dogs of Detroit
From the same kennel as 'The Dangerous Book For Boys', this hilarious doggy
equivalent barks one simple question: What's happened to us?
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